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Activity: Imagining the Future with Objects

Introduction:
This is an activity for all ages and is about imaging how objects might be
made and used in the far future: 100 years from now. Participants are
invited to think about how our behavior and expectations about design will
be di�erent in the future. This can be done in the museum, classroom, or
anywhere with access to a table, objects, and colored pencils or markers.

Instructions:
Print the coloured labels, using both sides of the paper, in size A5 (5.83 x
8.27”). If using 8.5 x 11” paper instead, that is OK, you can cut o� the excess
unprinted area for recycling or another activity.

Each participant receives at least one page and uses both sides of it.

Ask participants to select an object they have seen in the museum
collection, or something from their memory, home, or workplace. It helps to
have a display of objects nearby or a presentation of images of objects from
the collection. Art objects can work, but design objects tend to work better:
they have a use function, and are more familiar.

For Side 1 of the label, participants draw the object and describe how it
looks, how it is made, and how it works. Invite them to be creative, critical,
or surprising with it. People have selected chairs, phones, architecture, cars,
computers; but we have seen students, parents, and kids select things to
draw such as:



The elevator they rode to the gallery
One of their parents
A credit card
Headphones
Humanoid robots
An umbrella
A chocolate bar

To help participants respond to the questions and describe their object, you
can prompt them with questions to get them thinking. Some example that
have proven handy in workshops include:

Does the object become garbage after it is used? Can it be recycled?

Does the object need to be shipped a long way? Do you think it is di�cult to
make or require a lot of work?

Is the object something that is helpful to people? Is it available to all who
need it?

Once they complete the first side, ask them to flip over the page to Side 2
and describe a new, replacement object in the future, 100 years from now.
Here are some prompts to help their thinking about this exercise, that have
worked with kids of all ages:

Is there a better, future version of this thing you can imagine?

Does this object even exist in the future? Is it needed or wanted by people in
100 years?

Do you think people might back on our objects today and be shocked by us?

As food for thought, you can remind participants of practices and objects
from 100+ years ago from today that can seem strange to us. For example:



Leeches used as a medical procedure to remove blood
Having the choice of onbly one automobile
Silent films
Outhouses
Legal child labor
Stationary phones
Cigarettes endorsed by doctors



It is recommended that all participants take a turn introducing their object
and explaining if and how it may exist in the future. Please scan and share
the labels your group creates, and share photos of the activity by sending
to: info@m21d.org, or reach out to us on Instagram: @museum21design

Some examples from the first series of workshops:
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